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Why cities? 



What is «smart city»?

1. Implementation of technology into the city to 

solve urban problems

2. Holistic and interdisciplinary approach to 

urban planning
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The smart wave

• More than half of EU cities have ‘smart’ projects (EU, 2014)

• ‘Smart’ has rapidly become a key concept in urban planning. 

• ‘Everyone’ aiming to be smart
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EU Horizon 2020 Smart Cities 



Do smart city projects

make cities more 

sustainable? 
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To which degree do such smart initiatives 

push for environmental friendly solutions?

Field work in three EU Horizon 2020 Smart cities

• Nottingham

• Stockholm

• Stavanger

How are environmental concerns integrated into the “smart” solutions?
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Nottingham



Smartness in Nottingham

• Image as hub for energy and transportation 

innovations

• Addressing energy poverty

• Social sustainability
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Why smart city project?

«We are looking for the next steps. We know

what we want to do, we haven´t always got

the funding for it, so we are actively looking

for funding»

Informant in Nottingham
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Stavanger



Smartness in Stavanger

• Filling the void of the petroleum industry

• Innovation, absorb competence

• Economic sustainability
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Stockholm



Smartness in Stockholm

• Maintain the qualities of the city as it was growing 

in size and population

• Livability and easy urban life

• Social and environmental sustainability
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‘Smart city’ framing is a flexible ‘framing’ – can be 

filled with different types of content

Must fit with pre-existing priorities

Sustainability outcomes depend on active 

engagement (often by individuals)

Value comes from networks, EU funding ‘stamp of 

approval’
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